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Staff teams have been so creative and enthusiastic 
in doing this and we have had thanks and praise for 
ensuring continuity of support for people. We have also 
received thanks from families where we have successfully 
supported sustained family contact, and where there 
have been difficulties for people supported and families 
we have worked together to find solutions to these. 

The leadership teams have set high standards which 
have driven the organisations, and they have remained 
calm and organised throughout, proving to be highly 
effective. The financial year and our open for business 
mantra have seen the organisation’s income grow by 
11.71%, a great achievement considering the pandemic, 
and is evidence of our good reputation. 

The detailed level of communication and information 
provided by the leadership team for staff and people 
supported has been phenomenal, a fantastic example of 
this has been the creation of guidance for staff to support 
autistic people to successfully and comfortably receive 
their vaccinations with amazing outcomes. This guidance 
has been well received by our partner Aspect in Australia. 

The Autism Initiatives Group board of Trustees would like 
to thank the leadership teams, staff and beneficiaries for 
everything they have achieved this year and would add 
that the low infection and absence rates are a mark of 
the courage and passion of our staff for the beneficiaries 
of our charities and their ability to adapt and learn 
new ways of working.
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Total Turnover

£68.0m
 

Invested in Services

£63.1m
Education Staff Costs 

£3.6m
 

Education Other Costs 

£0.6m
  

Support Costs 

£3.8m
  

Client Support Staff Costs  

£45.8m
  

Client Support Other Costs 

£9.3m



Resilient 

• We have maintained business as usual 

• New developments have been opened and 
secured because of our reputation 

• We have been commended by regulatory
bodies for our consistent management of 

Covid-19 across our services 

Continuously thinking ahead and 
planning with a shared vision 

• We have anticipated and planned on 
reasonable worst case scenarios, this has 

helped us be prepared and shaped our shared 
vision and priorities 

Responsive, flexible, innovative and 
committed to the people we support 

• We have a flexible and responsive staff teams 

• We are a learning organisation – we have
learned and pulled together 

Maintaining services and support 
across our Resource Centres 

• We have embraced change, for example, 
increased use of IT and remote working 

• We have adapted to remote recruitment, and 
evidenced how we are a Covid-19 safe organisation 

• We have increased ownership of Health and 
Safety from service level to Trustees

– improving the culture of Health and Safety 

• We have supported high standards of infection 
control within the services – monitoring and 

distribution of PPE and testing kits 

AN
EXTRA-

ORDINARY 

RESPONSE 

TO AN EXTRA-

ORDINARY

YEAR

At the start of 
the pandemic, the 
operational teams 

swiftly put in place a 
set of regularly 

reviewed objectives 
that focused our efforts 
on the areas that would 

make a difference,
they were: 

Reducing the 
risk of infection 

Management of 
absence and planning 
support to continued 
absence 

Managing our
financial position 

Staying well and
staying engaged 

Business as usual 

A Message from Brian Williams, 
Chair of the Board of Trustees

“It is not easy to bring to mind an adjective which has not 
previously been used to describe the extraordinary year 
that we have experienced. It has been an exceptionally 
difficult time for people supported, the staff and 
management teams of all the charities within the Autism 
Initiatives Group and I have nothing but huge admiration 
for the resilience, planning and exceptional work that has 
kept everyone safe and allowed the charities to remain 
open for business. As ever Autism Initiatives has aimed to 
be a helpful provider, keen to support Local and Health 
Authorities, Trusts in Northern Ireland and the HSE in 
Ireland to meet their obligations. Similarly, as part of 
strategic response to the challenges of the pandemic, 
we have evidenced good partnership working with 
stakeholders and families, being flexible and innovative 
has been at the heart of our response.”

The operations teams also rapidly went about reviewing 
and evolving systems and processes to adapt to the 
challenging situation, ensuring the safety of all our people. 
Alongside this, risks were continually reviewed, and 
services adapted to enable staff to work safely and 
services to remain open. 

As we began to plan for increased staff absence the 
charities determined that we did not want any employee 
to be disadvantaged by the impact of Coronavirus, 
whether through contracting it, or having to self-isolate. 
As a result of this thinking, the trustees of Autism 
Initiatives Group agreed to the development of a 
Coronavirus Sickness Scheme, different from our 
usual sick pay scheme at a cost of 

£731,000 
to the Group. 
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